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Abstract There is an ever-growing need for companies and

manufacturing systems to be flexible in order for them to

adapt to the rapid changes and increasing uncertainty in

society, markets, and supply chains. Several studies sug-

gest that Industry 4.0 solutions foster shorter innovation/

development cycles, resource efficiency, individualization

on demand, faster decision making, and, finally, higher

flexibility in production. However, little is still known about

the relationship between Industry 4.0 and manufacturing

flexibility. One of the existing gaps in the literature is the

lack of a methodology to assess the potential impact of

Industry 4.0 solutions on manufacturing flexibility and

companies’ profitability. This paper contributes to closing

such a gap from a theoretical perspective. First, it con-

ceptualized the role of flexibility in manufacturing systems.

Then, the relationship between Industry 4.0 solutions and

manufacturing flexibility was analyzed on a conceptual

level, in which the I–T–O model was used to distinguish

between the needed and available flexibility. Lastly, based

on a decision-theory-based procedure model, a method-

ological approach for evaluating Industry 4.0 solutions is

suggested. This methodological approach is intended to

support transparent assessments tailored to different

technological concepts as well as the affected types of

flexibility (available and needed). It is able to integrate

existing methods from decision and investment appraisal

theory as well as specific flexibility-related approaches.

The results of the paper will be useful for both academi-

cians and practitioners. Besides enabling quantitative

evaluations, the methodological approach can be used by

companies as a structured path to explore the possible

ways they can increase their manufacturing flexibility.

Keywords Evaluation � Industry 4.0 (I4.0) �
I4.0 technological concepts � Manufacturing flexibility �
Methodological approach

Introduction

Over the past several decades, the rise of globalization and

production outsourcing, and their inherent environmental

complexity and uncertainty, have become major obstacles

that companies and their decision makers must address.

Additionally, rising customer requirements have resulted in

higher demand for customized products and, therefore, a

higher need for product variety and shorter product life

cycles (Brettel et al., 2014). Consequently, companies

increasingly need to be able to react to this dynamic and

uncertain context—in other words, there is a growing need

for companies to be flexible (Mascarenhas, 1981; Sas-

sanelli & Terzi, 2022). This especially holds true for the

manufacturing systems of industrial companies (Cingöz &

Akdoğan, 2013).

At the same time, such companies have been challenged

and enabled by the megatrend of digitalization. One

important sub-trend of digitalization is the shift toward

Industry 4.0 (I4.0), a concept firstly mentioned in the High-

Tech Strategy 2020 of the German government (Lasi et al.,
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2014). I4.0 was suggested against the background of the

following trends and conditions: short innovation/devel-

opment cycles, the need for resource efficiency, individu-

alization on demand, the need for decentralization to

enable faster decision making, and the necessity of higher

flexibility in production (Lasi et al., 2014). I4.0 is expected

to provide greater flexibility to the worldwide industrial

sector while increasing the quality standards of typical

industrial processes (Castro-Martin et al., 2021; Fernandes

et al., 2021). Hence, I4.0 is a concept that promises to

contribute to fulfilling the increasing need for flexibility.

To date, the literature has already contemplated tools to

help companies endure in I4.0 endeavors (Erol et al., 2016)

and provided examples of technological implementation to

show that the entry barriers of companies to I4.0 are per-

haps not as high as they seem to be (Amaral & Peças,

2021a; Kumar et al., 2022; Saha et al., 2022). However,

the literature has not yet provided an understanding of the

real impact that I4.0 will have on existing manufacturing

systems. While it is generally accepted that the imple-

mentation of I4.0 technologies will boost manufacturing

flexibility, most existing papers focus on specific case

studies or segments of the manufacturing process. Still, any

positive effects of the implementation of I4.0 technological

concepts on flexibility will not automatically result in the

higher profitability of companies, as this implementation

will be accompanied by investments. As such should be

included into the consideration of I4.0 technological con-

cepts and their influence on flexibility, it should be con-

sidered in a model with the goal to evaluate the impact of

I4.0 to flexibility. This paper contributes, therefore, to the

following existing gaps in the literature. First, expanding

our knowledge about the relationship between I4.0 and

manufacturing flexibility is needed. Second, while there are

already several models that help companies deal with the

implementation of I4.0 technologies (Amaral & Peças,

2021b; Pessl et al., 2020; Santos & Martinho, 2019), there

is a need for a method that systematically assesses the

profitability of I4.0 technological concepts under the

explicit consideration of the affected types of flexibility.

This paper aimed to contribute to fulfilling both of these

needs from a theoretical perspective. Firstly, the role of

flexibility in manufacturing systems was conceptualized by

describing the term itself, the possible contributions of

flexibility to the target system of a given company, and the

different types of flexibility in manufacturing systems.

Additionally, the existing literature on I4.0 and flexibility is

discussed (Sects. ‘‘Flexibility and its role in manufacturing

systems’’ and ‘‘Industry 4.0 impact on flexibility’’). The

relationship between I4.0 technological concepts and

manufacturing flexibility was also analyzed on a conceptual

level in order to answer the first question raised above

(Sect. ‘‘Industry 4.0 impact on flexibility’’). In their

essence, I4.0 solutions can either enhance the flexibility

available in a manufacturing system or reduce the flexibility

that is needed in such a system (e.g., by providing more or

better information). Therefore, the existing I4.0 techno-

logical concepts were examined regarding whether their

implementation will affect i) the available flexibility and ii)

needed flexibility in the production sector. To provide a

methodical base for answering the second question—how to

evaluate the economic consequences of flexibility-changing

activities in the form of investments in I4.0 technological

concepts—an overview of the already existing evaluation

methods is provided (Sect. ‘‘Overview of existing approa-

ches’’). This includes generally applicable methods from

decision and investment appraisal theory, as well as specific

flexibility-related approaches (e.g., of Azzone & Bertelé,

1989; Zäh et al., 2006). Afterwards, a methodological

approach for the evaluation of I4.0 solutions is suggested

(Sect. ‘‘Methodological Approach for Assessing Flexibil-

ity-Influencing Industry 4.0 Activities’’). This approach is

intended to enable transparent assessments tailored to the

different I4.0 technological concepts, as well as the affected

types of flexibility (available and needed). The methods

outlined in Sect. ‘‘Overview of existing approaches’’ were

integrated into the methodological approach.

The potential of the proposed theory-based procedure

model to be used as a structure path for companies to

explore the possible ways they can increase their manu-

facturing flexibility is discussed in Sect. ‘‘Discussion and

Conclusions.’’

Flexibility and its Role in Manufacturing Systems

Taking chances and avoiding the threats of changing envi-

ronmental conditions force companies to be more flexible

(Jacob, 1989, p. 16). The word ‘‘flexibility’’ is used quite

differently across several scientific and industrial fields and

in different contexts. A general definition is given by Jacob.

He defines flexibility as the property of an item (e.g., a

machine or a manufacturing system), an institution (e.g., a

company or a part of a company) or an activity to adapt

itself to changing conditions and tasks that are changing due

to new conditions (Jacob, 1989). Flexibility is often dis-

cussed in the context of companies, especially regarding

their manufacturing systems. Correa identifies two main

reasons flexibility is needed in such manufacturing systems:

company-external uncertainty, which induces a need to

respond to the unexpected, and the required variability of

processes and products (Corrêa, 1992; De Toni & Tonchia,

1998, p. 1593; Solke et al., 2022; Sushil, 2009).

To understand the role manufacturing flexibility plays in

a company, its possible contributions to the fulfillment of a

company’s targets and its corresponding positions in a
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company’s target system should be analyzed. The target

system of a company normally includes formal targets

(initial targets) and supporting targets (Heinen, 1990).

Achieving long-term existence and profit maximization are

initial or formal targets of companies (Fuhrmann, 1998;

Mikus, 2009). The achievement of these initial targets is

enabled by fulfilling supporting targets such as minimizing

capital investment and ensuring high-product quality

(Mikus, 2009, p. 42). Flexibility can be included in a target

system as (i) a means to reach other targets or (ii) as its

own—supporting—target figure (Thielen, 1993). In the

case of (i), manufacturing flexibility, as well as the dif-

ferent ‘‘sub-flexibilities’’ of the manufacturing system,

assists with reaching other supporting targets and, directly

or indirectly, the initial targets too (for a detailed analysis

of the impact of flexibility on the input, process and output

objectives in a manufacturing system see Corrêa, 1992).

Additionally, or alternatively, in the case of (ii), different

kinds of manufacturing flexibility can be understood as a

company’s own supporting targets (e.g., Mikus (2009)

mentions production and product flexibility as supporting

targets).

However, which types of manufacturing flexibility can

be distinguished? De Toni and Tonchia classified the types

of manufacturing flexibility based on a literature study.

They identified four classification logics: horizontal (by

phases), vertical/hierarchical, temporal and by the object of

variation (De Toni & Tonchia, 1998). The most common of

these in the literature is the classification of flexibility by

the object of variation. Regarding this differentiation, one

of the most cited divisions of the flexibility of manufac-

turing systems is that of Browne et al., who differ between

machine, product, process, operation, routeing, volume,

expansion, and production flexibility (Browne et al., 1984).

Sethi and Sethi used this classification and added material

handling, program, and market flexibility (Sethi & Sethi,

1990). Other divisions of flexibility exist, too, according to

Azzone and Bertele, e.g., production, product, operational,

mix, volume, and expansion flexibility (Azzone & Bertelé,

1989). As the classifications of the types of flexibility are

very heterogeneous, it is not surprising that their definitions

differ, too (for more definitions of the kinds of flexibility,

as well as structuring possibilities, see Sethi & Sethi,

1990). In particular, from the point of view of managing a

manufacturing system, the temporal classification logic

seems to be very relevant. This distinguishes between

instantaneous flexibility (e.g., in the form of an immediate

selection of the most suitable work center during the pro-

duction process), long-term flexibility (e.g., having the

possibility to adjust the whole system to manufacture

completely new products), and several kinds of flexibility

in between (very short-term, short-term, short- to medium-

term, medium-term, and medium- to long-term flexibility)

(for a detailed description, see De Toni & Tonchia, 1998;

Merchant, 1983).

In this paper, the Input–Throughput–Output-model (I–

T–O model) was used to classify the different types of

manufacturing flexibility. This model has been proven to

provide a useful basis for modeling, structuring, analyzing,

and designing different kinds of processes, especially the

production processes considered in this paper (for more

about the I–T–O model, see Götze et al., 2010a; Götze

et al. (2011)). A classification involving input, process, and

output flexibility has also been suggested by Sawhney. He

distinguishes between the input, process, and output stages

in a manufacturing company and identifies different kinds

of in-house flexibility within these different stages (e.g.,

volume flexibility as a part of output flexibility). Addi-

tionally, he considers external flexibility that derive from

the supply chain, such as customers and suppliers (Sawh-

ney, 2006). In line with the I–T–O model and the thoughts

of Sawhney, product-related (or output)1 flexibility, pro-

cess-related (or throughput) flexibility, and resource-re-

lated (or input) flexibility were distinguished in this paper

(see Fig. 1).

The fundamental considerations made above about the

role of flexibility in manufacturing systems provide a base

for the following analysis of the impact of I4.0 solutions on

flexibility, as well as the economic assessment of these

solutions.

Industry 4.0 Impact on Flexibility

In the previous section, the I–T–O model was presented to

distinguish between the types of flexibility in a production

line. In this section, we conducted a literature-based anal-

ysis of the way in which I4.0 technological concepts can

impact manufacturing flexibility. By providing a concep-

tualization of the impacts of I4.0 technological concepts on

available and needed flexibility, we aimed to improve the

understanding of the relationship between I4.0 and manu-

facturing flexibility.

I4.0 is a digital-transformation-related concept that

involves an inherent deployment of technologies not only

in a company’s in-house processes but also in its whole

supply chain (Lichblau et al., 2015). Some of these tech-

nologies, such as additive manufacturing or autonomous

robots, are typically found in manufacturing shop-floors,

while others, such as big data or e-value chains, are

involved in the relationships between companies and their

external environments, such as the relations of

1 Although products are not the only kind of output (unintended

outputs such as waste do exist as well), for the sake of simplicity,

product flexibility and output flexibility are seen as being equal here.
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manufacturers with their customers or upstream suppliers

(Bibby & Dehe, 2018). The true impact that I4.0 will have

on different manufacturing technologies and practices is

still to be seen, but there are already studies that have

highlighted preliminary, positive results (Ali, 2012; Enri-

que et al., 2022).

Over the past decade, studies have proposed different

methodologies for analyzing the impact of I4.0 factors

influencing the levels of existing flexibility (Jain & Raj,

2013). Meanwhile, other studies have attempted to measure

operational flexibility by using mathematical models

(Sajjad et al., 2022) to model flexible production systems

through Petri nets (Long et al., 2017), as well as carrying

out simulation experiments to analyze the impact of routing

flexibility (Ali and Murshid 2016). These, and other hands-

on studies (Contador et al., 2020; Wadhwa et al., 2010),

while relevant to this field of research, lack a more over-

arching theoretical dimension, which can be found in

works such as Javaid et al. (2022), in which the authors

explored the impact of I4.0 on flexible manufacturing

systems’ capability (Javaid et al., 2022).

Similar to our work, Salunkhe and Berglund (2022)

studied the influence that I4.0 will have on operational

flexibility (Salunkhe & Berglund, 2022). This work, how-

ever, failed to grasp the full scope of such an impact, as it

only focused on final product assembly. Our work explores

how I4.0 will impact firms’ manufacturing flexibility, an

area that has been previously highlighted to be lacking in

the existing literature (Mishra et al., 2014). As explained in

the next section, the impact of I4.0 technological concepts

on flexibility is twofold: Firstly, there are I4.0 technolog-

ical concepts that directly impact in-house manufacturing

processes when they are implemented within them, there-

fore affecting in this way the available flexibility levels of

these processes; secondly, some of the existing I4.0 tech-

nological concepts impact the necessary level of flexibility.

The distinction between these two impacts is explained in

the following subsections (3.1 & 3.2). Further, in these

subsections, the fundamental considerations discussed

above regarding the role of flexibility in manufacturing

systems are used for an analysis of the impacts of I4.0

solutions on flexibility.

Impact on the Available Level of Flexibility

The impact of I4.0 on flexibility is twofold, and it can be

analyzed through two different perspectives. The first is the

‘‘available level of flexibility,’’ which refers to the flexi-

bility level that is available within a company’s manufac-

turing system with regard to its products, processes, and

resources. One way to analyze this influence is through the

use of the I–T–O model presented in Sect. ‘‘Flexibility and

its role in manufacturing systems’’ (see Sawhney (2006)).

In this study, the available flexibility related to the ele-

ments of this model was matched with the technological

concepts of I4.0 (Bibby & Dehe, 2018) to determine where

these technologies impact manufacturing flexibility.

Table 1 presents the results of this matching, although we

do not claim this to be complete.

There are four technological concepts that have a posi-

tive influence on all the elements of the I–T–O model and

on the level of available flexibility: the AM, autonomous

robots, IoT/CPS, and cloud concepts. The cloud techno-

logical concept, for example, enables a company to use

another firm’s machinery to increase the available number

of working machines for a certain process, in order to fulfill

a customer’s requirement (Helo et al., 2014). This enables,

in this case, the realization of different levels of production

volume, directly affecting the available level of manufac-

turing flexibility in a specific process.

In contrast, the technologies related to the e-value chain

have no impact on the available level of flexibility,

although in the model proposed by Sawhney (Sawhney,

2006), there is a relation between the flexibility of suppliers

and customers and the flexibility available in in-house

processes. Sawhney demonstrates how in-house flexibility

can be affected by external existing types of flexibility

(Sawhney, 2006).

Fig. 1 Manufacturing flexibility based on I–T–O model (based on Götze et al., 2010a; Sawhney, 2006)
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Indeed, some I4.0 technological concepts impact the

level of uncertainty that companies face, either internally

or externally (McAfee, Brynjolfsson 2012). For example,

the e-value chain is a concept that is boosted by connec-

tivity across the value chain, which provides transparency

to create a dynamic environment that supports customer

and supplier activities (Bibby & Dehe, 2018). Through the

deployment of such technologies, companies can be more

aware of, for example, market fluctuations, the types of

products desired by consumers, and machine breakdowns

from partners. This means that e-value chain technology

action areas are exogenous to companies, and therefore, the

existing available level of flexibility in (in-house) manu-

facturing processes is not affected by the deployment of

e-value chain technologies. This is the reason why the

column in Table 1 corresponding to the ‘‘e-value chain’’

technological concept is empty.

According to the above analysis, it can be affirmed that

the impact of some I4.0 technological concepts on flexi-

bility can be comprehended as a potential increase in the

existing available level of the flexibility of companies.

Further, using Table 1, one can understand the ways dif-

ferent I4.0 technological concepts impact the existing

available level of the flexibility of companies.

Impact on the Necessary Level of Flexibility

Before presenting the second perspective, the influence of

I4.0 on the necessary level of flexibility, it is vital to clarify

the terms ‘‘data’’ and ‘‘information’’ to avoid any misun-

derstandings in the reasoning that follows. On the one

hand, data can be understood as symbols that define the

characteristics of objects and events. On the other hand,

information consists of processed data, which are useful for

businesses and organizations (Targowski, 2014). In other

words, data consist of pure symbols without a context,

while information can be perceived as contextualized data.

Flexibility can be seen as a fundamental instrument for

‘‘dealing with uncertainty ‘‘(Rocky Newman et al., 1993).

Therefore, a decrease in the external uncertainty triggers a

reduction in a company’s necessary level of flexibility.

This reduction results in an increased awareness that arises

from the new insights gathered by the company and

enables it to be prepared in a way that was not feasible

before. The second perspective is, thus, the level of flexi-

bility required for a company’s internal processes to

operate. Hence, I4.0 technological concepts can help a

company to reduce its necessary level of flexibility and

accurately tune its level of flexibility to that perceived by

the company to be necessary.

In this regard, LaValle et al. (2011) explained tools such

as data visualization, process simulation, text and voice

analytics, and social media analysis, as well as further

predictive and prescriptive techniques, that are able to

convert data into either insights or information. Therefore,

in this paper, two means a company can use to reduce its

level of uncertainty are distinguished, one related to the

extraction of insights and the other related to information

retrieval. This differentiation is supported by the claim that

an organization’s analytics process can be divided into two

different uses: the use of analytics and the use of infor-

mation (LaValle et al., 2011). In this regard, the first

method is the (1) ‘‘extraction of insights from data ana-

lytics,’’ which essentially refers to the transformation of

data into useful information. This incorporates any type of

insight extracted using data analytics algorithms, regardless

of where the data were collected from. The second method

is (2) ‘‘the acquisition of provided information,’’ which

refers to the information that is provided to a company by

external sources. This can take place through communi-

cation channels such as the telephone, e-mail, company

website, and social media.

Both of the methods referred to in the previous para-

graph feature different types of data/information inputs.

The relationship between the methods of impacting man-

ufacturing flexibility and their data/information inputs is

shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Figure 2 illustrates both ways that

data—derived from (a) a ‘‘data analytics input genera-

tor’’—can be transferred until it is used by a data analytics

program. Data can be conveyed either through (b) a ‘‘data

analytics input conveyor,’’ for example, data that are gen-

erated in a sensor and transferred through the IoT to a

database, and/or through (1) programs (software) that

aggregate data, on top of which data analytics algorithms

can be run. The middle part of Fig. 3 represents the

straightforward relation between (c) an ‘‘information

Fig. 2 Extraction from data analytics and its inputs
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provision enabler’’ and (2) the ‘‘acquisition of that (same)

provided information,’’ assuming that such information is

available or is made available with the deployment of

special programs.

Furthermore, both possible methods of impacting the

necessary level of flexibility are only feasible if supported

by at least one of the following described types of data/

information inputs: (a) a data analytics input generator,

(b) data analytics input conveyor, and (c) information

provision enabler. The first two types of inputs are channels

that permit (1) ‘‘the extraction of insights from data’’ (left

part of Fig. 2). First, a), the first type of input can be

conceived of as a sensor, since it generates data from the

surrounding environment, and is thus categorized as a

‘‘data analytics input generator.’’ Second, the other type of

input, (b), can be interpreted as the connection (either by

cable or wireless) between a sensor and the database

(where the data are stored) and is thus classified as a ‘‘data

analytics input conveyer.’’ The third input is a channel that

connects a company with its external partners and cus-

tomers to allow information exchange, permitting the

company to perform (2) ‘‘the acquisition of provided

information.’’ The difference between inputs (b) and (c) is

that while (b) conveys data from, for example, sensors to

its storage, (c) connects the company with other entities,

allowing information to be transferred from one side to

another. In this regard, (c) can be perceived of as a platform

that gathers both suppliers and customers and enables

information to flow from external sources to the company

and is thus classified as an ‘‘information provision

enabler.’’

This proposed architecture is essential if a holistic but

precise understanding of I4.0’s impact on flexibility is to be

achieved. Each technological concept can be thought of as

either a generator of a type or types of data/information

input(s) {(a), (b), (c)}, or as a method for impacting the

perceived necessary level of a company’s flexibility

directly {(1), (2)}. Below, each I4.0 technological concept

is analyzed through the perspectives described in the pre-

vious paragraphs, with their impact, either direct {(1), (2)}

or indirect {(a), (b), (c)}, on the necessary level of flexi-

bility discussed.

Sensors—(a) Sensors generate raw data; thus, they are

considered (a) ‘‘data analytics input generators.’’ These

data can be used for data analytics so that insights can be

extracted from them. Sensors collect data from manufac-

turing processes (throughput) and can also collect data on

the kinds of materials being used in these processes (input)

and the type/quality/number of the finished products that

exist (output).

MES—(a) These programs generate data and informa-

tion by combining the raw data from the shop floor (Saenz

de Ugarte et al., 2009) so that they can be used by workers

and data analytic programs; they are thus categorized as a)

‘‘data analytics input generators’’ (throughput, input, out-

put). It is worth keeping in mind that although this

aggregation of data permits the MES program to generate

data and information, the raw data that it absorbs can also

be used by data analytics programs.

IoT and CPS—(b), (c) This technological concept is the

only one that is considered both (a b) ‘‘data analytics input

conveyer’’ and (c) ‘‘information provision enabler.’’ On the

one hand, it can be considered an ‘‘information provision

enabler’’ because it enables connections between a com-

pany and its customers and/or suppliers (output, input), as

well as connections among different machines (M2M) and

between machines and users (H2M) (throughput). On the

other hand, it can be considered a ‘‘data analytics input

conveyer’’ since it conveys data from the sensors all the

way to its storage, where analytics algorithms can be run

(input, throughput, output).

Cloud—(a), (c) The cloud is the only technological

concept that is both a (a) ‘‘data analytics input generator’’

and (c) ‘‘information provision enabler.’’ On the one hand,

it is an information provision enabler because it connects

companies with customers (output); on the other hand, it is

(a) ‘‘data analytics input generator’’ because it can store

data from either processes, resources, or products (input,

throughput, output).

Data Analytics—(1) The insights extracted from either

internal or external data allow a company to better deter-

mine, for example, what a certain customer wants in a

certain moment in time. Having this knowledge helps the

company produce what the customer really wants, and thus

less product types (output) are produced; subsequently, the

number of manufacturing processes might be reduced

Fig. 3 Acquisition of provided information
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(throughput). All of this can result in a more targeted

procurement (input). Consequently, data analytics is con-

sidered to belong to the (1) extraction of insights from data

analytics category.

E-value Chain—(2) The permanent connection with a

client, granted by e-value chain technologies, allows the

company to know what the client really wants. If a less

diverse number of product types need to be produced

(output), then less variance in the company’s manufactur-

ing processes is necessary (throughput), resulting in a

reduction in the type of resources (input). Therefore, the

e-value chain is considered to belong to the (2) acquisition

of provided information category.

Additive Manufacturing and Autonomous Robots Both

of these technological concepts are deployed on the shop

floor. Neither of these technologies impact the necessary

level of flexibility, because they are deployed in in-house

processes and do not necessarily generate data. Only if they

are coupled with specific sensors, can these technologies

produce data—however, ‘‘sensors’’ are themselves con-

sidered an I4.0 technological concept. Therefore, these two

technologies are proposed to not impact by themselves the

necessary level of technology.

To conclude, implementing I4.0 technological concepts

can help companies manage their level of manufacturing

flexibility. These technologies can impact companies in

two different ways, either by increasing the level of flexi-

bility available in a company’s processes or by assisting the

company adjust the level of flexibility required to carry out

these processes. Further, as these technologies can have

different impacts on flexibility, the two provided perspec-

tives in this section can assist in comprehending how such

technologies impact flexibility. As can be understood from

Table 1 and the analysis performed above, some techno-

logical concepts directly affect flexibility in both ways, and

others impact it strictly through just one. In summary, the

results of Sect. ‘‘Industry 4.0 impact on flexibility’’ provide

a conceptualization of the relationships between I4.0

technological concepts and manufacturing flexibility.

Assessment of Flexibility and Flexibility-Related
Measures

Overview of Existing Approaches

Section ‘‘Industry 4.0 impact on flexibility’’ emphasized

the ways in which I4.0 technologies can influence manu-

facturing flexibility—in some cases, their implementation

may result in a decreasing (or increasing) need for flexi-

bility, and in other cases in an increasing (or decreasing)

level of available flexibility. What consequences, however,

does a change in the level of flexibility have on the

profitability of companies, and how can this be evaluated?

This section is intended to contribute to answering these

questions. In Sect. ‘‘Overview of existing approaches,’’ an

overview of existing approaches is provided through a

literature review. In Sect. ‘‘Methodological Approach for

Assessing Flexibility-Influencing Industry 4.0 Activities’’,

our own methodological approach is suggested.

In general, two perspectives for analyzing and evaluat-

ing flexibility can be distinguished—first, there is the

assessment of the grade of flexibility, and second, there is

the evaluation of the profitability of concrete activities that

have an influence on the degree of flexibility. Concerning

the grade of flexibility, it is expected that an appropriate

flexibility level, rather than the maximum level of flexi-

bility, will result in the best economic consequences in any

case, as the maximum level of flexibility may cause com-

plete instability (Thielen, 1993) and may be too expensive.

However, an appropriate or even optimum level of flexi-

bility is hard to identify. Additionally, the identification of

the level of flexibility does not assist in making a clear

statement of the profitability of flexibility-changing pro-

jects (Azzone & Bertelé, 1989; Zäh et al., 2006). There-

fore, this paper focused on the second perspective: the

assessment of I4.0 actions or projects that influence flexi-

bility (see also Bellmann et al., 2009 for an evaluation of

flexibility in general). Consequently, this section is inten-

ded to give an overview of existing assessment methods.

Firstly, these comprise approaches that are generally used

to analyze investment objects, including those with an

influence on flexibility. Additionally, approaches that have

been specifically suggested to be used for evaluating flex-

ibility-related actions were considered.

Approaches to Assess Action Alternatives that Influence

Flexibility

Checklist/Utility Value Analysis One method used to

perform systematic evaluations is checklists. The structure

and content of checklists, e.g., assessment criteria, can be

individually defined based on the experience of the deci-

sion maker (Vahs, 2014). The criteria can include factors

that describe flexibility or reflect the impact of flexibility-

related actions. Nevertheless, this method lacks the facili-

tation of a significant assessment, as no weighting or

concrete determination of the outcomes of criteria exist.

To achieve higher significance, utility value analysis can

be used, as this supports multi-criteria decision making and

considers the weightings and concrete outcomes of criteria.

After the definition of target criteria, each criterion is

weighted. (The criteria of a checklist can obviously be

used, if the checklist is carried out before the utility value

analysis.) Afterward, the partial utility values are deter-

mined based on the outcomes of the criteria. Finally, total
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utility values for each alternative can be calculated to

assess their profitability. (For more details about utility

value analysis, see Götze et al., 2015.) Utility value anal-

ysis is a well-structured evaluation method for cases of

multi-criteria decision making and has easily inter-

pretable results. However, it has challenges related to data

collection, and utility values are based on subjective

judgements (Götze et al., 2015). Regarding I4.0 actions,

utility value analysis enables a comparison of different

flexibility-influencing alternatives (e.g., the integration of

different kinds of sensors within a production process).

Therefore, flexibility-related target criteria, e.g., the com-

plexity of the work process and susceptibility of errors, can

be included in the assessment of alternatives.

Net Present Value Method under Uncertainty Both

checklists and utility value analysis do not focus on mon-

etary assessment. For monetary evaluation, several

dynamic investment appraisal methods exist. The most

accepted and established is the net present value (NPV)

method (Götze et al., 2015; Hopkinson, 2017), a dynamic

method that takes the time value of money into account.

Therefore, all cash flows resulting from an investment

(e.g., initial investment outlay, liquidation value, etc.) are

discounted to a common point of time (e.g., t = 0) to

determine whether the investment alternative is absolutely

profitable (NPV[ 0) and/or relatively profitable (NPV of

the investment being higher than NPV of another invest-

ment). In the method’s practical applications, data collec-

tion is often a huge challenge, especially regarding the

forecast of the in- and outflows. Additionally, assumptions

such as a perfect capital market and knowledge of the

relevant data are to be considered (Götze et al., 2015).

Regarding I4.0, the NPV method allows for comparing

processes, projects and investments without and with the

application of I4.0 technological concepts and/or different

means of realizing I4.0. Concerning flexibility, the cash

outflows of activities for increasing flexibility can be

included in the series of cash flows without additional

methodical challenges (beyond the normal challenge of

forecasting the data). However, regarding the positive

effects of flexibility, this is different. One positive effect of

flexibility, for instance, is the better adaptability of the

system to the (uncertain) future developments of relevant

parameters, such as technologies, prices, sales, and pro-

duction volumes. Therefore, the positive effects of flexi-

bility can only be revealed if uncertainty is explicitly

included in the model when assessing the flexibility-related

alternatives. This can be achieved by formulating scenarios

for uncertain parameters that induce a need for flexibility

and forecasting the cash inflows and outflows dependent on

these parameters for each alternative. These reflect the

positive effects of flexibility-influencing alternatives.

Afterward, NPVs for each scenario and alternative can be

calculated. The total number of NPVs of an alternative—

possibly summarized as an expected value of NPVs—ex-

presses the profitability of the alternative.

The calculation of NPVs for different scenarios can be

understood as a type of sensitivity analysis. In general,

sensitivity analysis intends to study the relations among the

effects of the several—uncertain—data, on the target val-

ues of an investment object, as well as the profitability of

alternatives. Sensitivity analysis operates in the following

ways: either input data are varied systematically (e.g., in

the form of scenarios) and the resulting target values of an

alternative are calculated, or the critical values of an input

figure that result in a given target value such as NPV = 0

are determined. A related approach, the so-called risk

analysis, aims to outline uncertain input figures in the form

of probability distributions. This method considers inter-

dependencies among input figures, as well as between input

and target figures. As a result, the derivation of a proba-

bility distribution for different possible target values is

enabled, e.g., by a Monte Carlo Simulation. This method’s

analysis provides decision making under uncertainty

(Götze et al., 2015). Both methods can be applied for

evaluating I4.0 projects in general and specifically

regarding their impact on flexibility, such as outlined in the

above paragraph.

Using the NPV calculations under uncertainty described

above, flexibility-related alternatives that are planned to be

realized in different points in time can be included as well.

Nevertheless, this requires a fixed plan of actions for which

an NPV is calculated. The decision tree method offers the

additional option of including flexibility-related reactions

as a result of additional information that is expected to be

available in the future. Within this method, different sce-

narios and their resulting profitability are the objects under

consideration as well. Additionally, included are follow-up

decisions that have to be made depending on the state

(scenario) reached in a future point in time—considering

that information about the development that results in this

specific state is available. This development will influence

the expectations for future development, so it is state-

specific as well, possibly resulting in different follow-up

decisions for each state. These decisions and their effects

on the future cash flows and the NPV are included in the

calculations as well. The optimum alternative is again the

one with the highest expected NPV—which here takes the

effects of future decision making into account. Challenges

regarding the application of this method arise from its

complexity and the additional need for data on the inclu-

sion of different scenarios, as well as scenario-specific

future decisions (Götze et al., 2015).

The decision tree method can generally be used for the

assessment of I4.0 projects. Since the option to be realized
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and the profitability of future alternatives is strongly cou-

pled with flexibility and possibilities to react to new

modeled information, the method is considered flexible—

and it is predetermined to evaluate options for enhancing

flexibility in this regard.

Flexibility-Specific Approaches

Besides the generally applicable methods described in the

previous paragraphs, some other approaches do exist that

are explicitly intended to evaluate flexibility-related

actions. Azzone and Bertele (1989) proposed a method

consisting of three steps: 1. analyzing a company’s

strategic position by indicators; 2. measuring different

kinds of flexibility; and 3. calculating the NPVs (or internal

rates of return) of investments, including the costs of

increased flexibility and the additional cash flows achieved

by means of a higher flexibility, to determine its economic

potential in the manufacturing domain (Azzone und Bertele

1989).

Thielen (1993) evaluated flexibility by identifying the

costs (e.g., real costs such as the capacity reserves of

machines and opportunity costs) and benefits (e.g., in the

form of saving costs or avoiding the costs of inflexibility)

of flexibility. For the assessment, he proposed a cost–

benefit analysis (Thielen, 1993).

A software-based method for the life-cycle-oriented

assessment of flexibility in production was proposed by

Zäh, et al. (2006). Firstly, relevant types of flexibility are

identified. Then, uncertainties (e.g., demand trends) are

modeled using a Monte Carlo simulation. This addresses

uncertainty, as uncertainty is a basic reason for the

necessity of flexibility (as explained in the earlier sections).

Finally, the costs of different scenarios as a result of the

several kinds of flexibility and uncertainty are calculated in

the form of NPVs (Zäh, et al. 2006).

An overview of 19 models for measuring and evaluating

flexibility was provided by Bellmann et al. (2009) in a

meta-analysis. They primarily identified the following

kinds of models for analyzing flexibility: indicator-based

models, models based on available options for decision

making, models based on economic target criteria, capac-

ity-oriented models and models of thermodynamics/en-

tropy. After a comparison of these models based on

different criteria, they assessed the models based on eco-

nomic target criteria to be the most informative, as they

included an assessment of flexibility potential, not only a

measurement (Bellmann et al., 2009).

The above overview of existing methods shows that a

few generally applicable methods do exist that are useful

for the economic evaluation of actions intended to increase

flexibility. Furthermore, there are various approaches that

specifically address the evaluation of flexibility-related

actions. Nevertheless, these methods neither consider the

specific characteristics of I4.0 nor strictly distinguish

between actions that increase the available flexibility and

those that reduce the need for flexibility in a company, as

suggested in Sect. ‘‘Industry 4.0 impact on flexibility.’’

Additionally, a significant evaluation of flexibility-related

actions requires the inclusion of many decision-relevant

factors (e.g., environmental factors and characteristics of

the production processes). When modeling these factors,

only some of the flexibility-related approaches forwarded

single pieces of advice (e.g., (Azzone und Bertele 1989),

(Zäh, et al. 2006)). Therefore, a methodological approach

is needed that can evaluate flexibility-enhancing I4.0

actions while integrating the approaches explained earlier.

Methodological Approach for Assessing Flexibility-

Influencing Industry 4.0 Activities

In this part of the paper, a methodological approach is

proposed for assessing the economic consequences of the

use of I4.0 technological concepts to enhance flexibility.

We used an existing generic decision-theory-based proce-

dure model that has been proven to enable a systematic and

transparent assessment of complex decision alternatives

(Götze et al., 2010b, 2012; Höse & Götze, 2019). Partic-

ularly, this procedure model allows for the integrated

application of a variety of analysis, forecasting and eval-

uation methods, and may serve as a means of communi-

cation. This study adapted and tailored this generic

procedure model toward the subject of flexibility-influ-

encing I4.0 activities based on their conceptualization in

Sect. ‘‘Industry 4.0 impact on flexibility’’ and the literature

review presented in Sect. ‘‘Overview of existing

approaches.’’

The steps of the procedure model are aligned to the

basic elements of decision models according to decision

theory. Therefore, they include the following:

• The systematic elaboration of the target system;

• The analysis and forecasting of environmental factors

or scenarios that raise the need for flexibility and

influence the results of I4.0 activities;

• The elaboration of alternatives, i.e., the actions

involved in the use of I4.0 technological concepts to

enhance flexibility;

• The determination and application of result functions

that show which consequences and outcomes of the

target figure result from the alternatives and the

environmental states (Bamberg et al., 2019).

Figure 4 shows the steps of the model.

Step 0 (S0) consists of the determination of the

goal(s) and scope of a given study. Here, it is assumed that

a flexibility-related problem (e.g., increasing product
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variability or fluctuating demand) shall be solved by

implementing an I4.0 technology in a manufacturing

company. The goal of this study is to assess the economic

profitability of realizing an I4.0 technological concept

concretized by specific objects such as sensors, robots, and

cloud solutions (see Sect. ‘‘Industry 4.0 impact on flexi-

bility’’) that influence input, throughput, and/or output

flexibility (see Sect. ‘‘Flexibility and its role in manufac-

turing systems’’ and ‘‘Industry 4.0 impact on flexibility’’).

Through this, the systematic selection of one or more

technological concepts takes place. Additionally, the scope

of a given study regarding the (part of the) manufacturing

system under consideration—a single manufacturing pro-

cess, a process chain, the whole manufacturing process of a

company or even a whole supply chain—needs to be

determined.

Next, this scope is specified by defining the system

boundaries (S1). These comprise the following:

• The target figures;

• The environmental factors;

• The alternatives;

• The effects of the alternatives;

• The time frame of the study (Götze et al., 2014).

Concerning the target figures, a decision has to be made

as to whether monetary figures and/or non-monetary fig-

ures are to be included. This depends on the flexibility-

related target system of a given company (see

Sect. ‘‘Flexibility and its role in manufacturing systems’’)

and the availability of data. Regarding the environmental

factors, those that are most important to the need for

flexibility and the profitability of the alternatives must be

identified to delimit the relevant environmental system

(e.g., markets and their volume/growth, the competitive

structure, prices of technology solutions, etc.). With respect

to the alternatives, the manufacturing system under con-

sideration may need to be concretized. Furthermore,

regarding the existing flexibility-related problem, it has to

be specified which I4.0 technological concept (s) are seen

as possible solutions to the problem and therefore shall be

elaborated and evaluated. Additionally, first configurations

of the alternatives may be necessary for the following steps

(e.g., processes carried out or supported by different I4.0

technological concepts). Further, in close connection with

the included target figures, the relevant types of results

have to be defined as well. Finally, the time frame of the

analysis needs to be determined. When making this deci-

sion, the life cycles of the technological solution and the

products as outputs of the manufacturing system, the length

of time of the relevant effects and the ability to forecast

these effects should be considered (for arguments to

include a life cycle perspective for evaluating CPS as a

technical enabler for I4.0, see Höse & Götze, 2019).

Step 2 (S2) focuses on the determination of target fig-

ure(s) and preference relations. Here, the concrete target

figures are basically dependent on the choice between a

monetary and/or non-monetary system of targets (see S1).

Monetary target figures directly refer to the initial targets of

a company (see Sect. ‘‘Flexibility and its role in manu-

facturing systems’’). In the case of monetary figures, profit

is an adequate target figure in a short-term perspective,

while the NPV is suggested for long-term evaluation (see

Sect. ‘‘Overview of existing approaches’’). If monetary

target figures cannot be used (e.g., because of missing data)

or not all relevant effects can be recorded in monetary

terms, target figure(s) for a non-monetary assessment need

to be defined as a substitute or an addition. These can

include many supporting targets and flexibility sub-targets,

as distinguished in Sect. ‘‘Flexibility and its role in man-

ufacturing systems’’; they have, therefore, an indirect

influence on the initial targets. The non-monetary targets

can be structured and aggregated in either a checklist or

utility value analysis, as described in Sect. ‘‘Overview of

existing approaches.’’ Consequently, the system of target

figures can consist of one or more monetary targets only,

non-monetary targets only, or a combination of monetary

and non-monetary target figures. In the case of there being

Fig. 4 Decision-theory-based procedure model (based on Götze

et al., 2010b, 2012; Höse & Götze, 2019)
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more than one target figure (e.g., different non-monetary

target figures), it is necessary to state a preference relation

regarding the types of target figures (Bamberg et al., 2019).

Therefore, the relations between target figures need to be

analyzed in detail to detect if they are complementary,

indifferent (a change in one target figure has no influence

on another target figure) or adversarial (Bamberg et al.,

2019). In all these cases, preference relations are necessary

to indicate the relevance of the different target figures and

their outcomes for the decision maker. Additionally, time-

related preference relations are needed in dynamic models

with outcomes of target figures at different times (Bamberg

et al., 2019; Götze et al., 2015). Finally, preference rela-

tions are necessary for the valuation of uncertain outcomes

of target figures, which are characteristic of flexibility-re-

lated decision problems.

In step 3 (S3), the identification, analysis, and forecast

of relevant environmental factors take place. Based on

decision theory, environmental factors are understood as

factors that influence target fulfillment but which are not

part of the alternatives under consideration (Bamberg et al.,

2019). In line with this definition, these factors comprise

company-external factors (e.g., market prices and customer

demand) as well as internal factors (e.g., the available

resources) (Götze et al., 2014). In general, such factors

determine the profitability of alternatives in a variety of

ways. Specifically, in the context of flexibility-related

decisions about a manufacturing system, they determine

the uncertainty of the environment that leads to the need

for flexibility in the system. Therefore, the relevant envi-

ronmental factors that either influence the need for flexi-

bility and/or affect the profitability of the alternatives under

consideration have to be identified, analyzed, and forecast

to create a basis for the modeling of the manufacturing

system, the flexibility needed in the system, alternative

system configurations (including the use of I4.0 technolo-

gies) and the flexibility provided by them, as well as the

target achievement in the following steps. Various fore-

casting techniques can be applied in this stage. In partic-

ular, the scenario method is useful for illustrating the

spectrum of the possible developments of the environ-

mental factors (Gerpott, 2005; Götze et al., 2014) that are

the source of the needed flexibility. If risk analysis—un-

derstood as a method of investment appraisal under

uncertainty (see Sect. ‘‘Overview of existing approa-

ches’’)—is used to include uncertainty, the probability

distributions of the uncertain environmental factors must

be determined.

The structural analysis and modeling of the (flexibility-

related) alternatives are carried out in the next step (S4).

This comprises a description of the manufacturing system

that characterizes its resources, such as machines (inputs),

its operational processes and information flows (processes),

and its products (outputs) for the cases of using and not

using I4.0 technologies. Additionally, the needed and

available input, throughput, and output flexibility (re-

source, process, and product flexibility; see Sect. 2 of the

alternative (I4.0-technology-dependent) manufacturing

system configurations, are analyzed. The aim is to model

the (expected) situations before and after a flexibility-

changing I4.0 action is implemented in order to provide a

basis for the following evaluation steps and to determine

how the I4.0 technological concept(s) affect(s) a given

manufacturing system and its flexibility.

Regarding the actions to be modeled and evaluated, a

number of different cases have to be distinguished, since

these have consequences for the analysis and modeling.

These are shown in the following morphological box.

In a specific decision situation, for each criterion except

the last only one of these outcomes will be relevant; for the

last outcome (technological concept), more than one can be

relevant. The criteria have the following consequences for

the modeling task (see Table 2):

• Number of I4.0 alternatives In the case of one I4.0

alternative, its absolute profitability has to be evaluated

by comparing it with the alternative of not using I4.0. If

some I4.0 technological options are available and

promising, they all have to be assessed to identify

those which are relatively profitable. (For the concepts

of absolute and relative profitability, see Götze et al.,

2015.)

• Time frame The time frame and the corresponding

length of the planning and assessment period influence

the way in which time should be modeled, e.g., with

one single time period (static model) or different

periods that are explicitly distinguished in the model

(dynamic model). Therefore, different target figures can

be adequate (e.g., profit and utility value in static

models and net present value in dynamic models) (see

step 2 (Götze et al., 2015)).

• Effect on flexibility If an I4.0 technology only affects

the need for flexibility (e.g., the e-value chain), either

the as-is-manufacturing-system (the existing process

chain) and/or alternative system (process chain) con-

figurations have to be modeled with respect to the new

need for flexibility. In cases where the available

flexibility is influenced, e.g., by cloud solutions,

sensors, or autonomous robots, the existing and new

process chains have to be modeled (against the

background of a given need for flexibility). The same

holds true for cases where needed as well as available

flexibility are influenced.

• Affected processes According to this criterion, opera-

tional and/or information processes (flows) have to be

modeled.
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• Technological concepts The relevant technological

concepts and their characteristics—as described in

Sect. ‘‘Industry 4.0 impact on flexibility’’ (Table 1)—

imply the methods and extent of changes in processes

and the respective detailed models.

To showcase the relevance of the presented morpho-

logical table as a practical, ready-to-use tool, two different

examples are presented below that address each above-

described dimension and the type of flexibility impact

outlined in Sect. ‘‘Industry 4.0 impact on flexibility.’’

The first example concerns only one technological

concept: A company plans to implement sensors to

increase their available level of flexibility in terms of the

product output of an existing production line.

The company produces standard coffee capsules through

plastic injection molding, but it wants to extend its business

into the premium coffee capsules market. This latter type

stands out from the standard capsule type in two ways: the

capsules have more complex geometries (small thickness),

and they can be made out of biomaterials. Although the

existing molds are equipped with sensors, these do not have

the precision needed to produce the premium capsules.

Furthermore, the consumer will be responsible for filling

the capsules with coffee and the company knows that this

will be carried out automatically by a filling machine—the

quality of the final product is thus paramount. Therefore,

different molds have to be acquired, but more than this,

different types of sensors have to be used to equip such

molds in order to guarantee more control and adjustment in

the injection process. The company is only considering a

single I4.0 alternative to solve this purely operational

challenge. The mentioned sensors will be set up to impact

the short-term available level of the flexibility of this

production line; that is, the implementation of such sensors

will allow the company to start producing new products

that require a higher degree of flexibility than currently

exists in the manufacturing system—in this case, the

products are more sophisticated molds. In conclusion, the

business process model and the company business would

encompass a wider range of final products by implement-

ing this one I4.0 alternative (the morphological table for

this example can be seen in Annex, Table 3).

The second example deals with a similar company as in

the first example, but one that aims to enhance its flexibility

through the implementation of not only one, but three I4.0

technological concepts (see Annex, Table 4): the sensor,

IoT and CPS, and cloud concepts.

The company is looking for ways to reduce the level of

uncertainty inherent to their perception of the coffee cap-

sule market so that it can produce more target products for

their costumers—here we are looking at the impact on the

necessary level of flexibility (please keep Figs. 2 and 3 in

mind for the example that follows). Ubiquitous IoT equip-

ment (sensors and underlying communication platforms)

that can be integrated into customers’ products (either the

company’s final products or the customers’ own smart

products) enable the company to establish direct contact

with its customers, regardless of the company’s position in

the value chain. The cloud might provide a channel for

customers to interact with the company through, for

example, chatbots, complaint file management, customer

surveys, CRM, and other means. This way, the company

might acquire target information about the types of products

that their customers want, but most importantly, do not

want. From another standpoint, the cloud is also a place to

store and analyze data on the company itself.

Considering the company in the first example, the fol-

lowing is a clear example of the above-described reason-

ing. The premium coffee capsules have different

geometries and are made of several different biomaterials.

Table 2 Morphological box of alternative-related decision situations

Criterion Outcomes
Number of I4.0 
alternatives

One More than one

Time frame Short-term Long-term

Effect on flexibility Need for flexibility Available flexibility Need for and available

flexibility

Affected processes Operational processes Infor
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Naturally, their demand needs to be anticipated and their

production needs to be planned. To cope with this uncer-

tainty, the company has stocks (and safety stocks) of the

materials and stocks of the final products. One problem

with keeping stocks is their inherent storage cost. If,

however, the company has access to their customers’ pre-

sent/future needs through, for example, the cloud, and

knows that their final customers are no longer buying a

variety of final products, the company can then stop pur-

chasing a specific type of material and halt its production of

a certain product, freeing up the manufacturing process for

other products. In this way, the company is reducing its

level of necessary flexibility through access to various

types of information. This single I4.0 alternative, which

encompasses three technological concepts, addresses

information and operational processes that impact both the

available short-term level of flexibility (such as in the

previous example) and the long-term necessary level of

flexibility, since it can anticipate demand to plan produc-

tion more efficiently. The key here is for the company to be

able to adjust its necessary level of flexibility according to

its available level of flexibility in the most effective way

permitted by the nexus of technology and the external

entities’ capabilities.

For analysis and modeling, several existing methods can

be applied in a specified way. These include the Supply

Chain Operations Reference model (Bolstorff & Rosen-

baum, 2003) and the Value Stream Mapping (Singh et al.,

2011) for the modeling and analysis of process chains. For

the modeling of single processes or process steps, it is

suggested that the I–T–O model should be used—but now

not on a generic level (such as in Sects. ‘‘Flexibility and its

role in manufacturing systems’’ and ‘‘Industry 4.0 impact on

flexibility’’) but rather in a far more concrete and detailed

way that reflects the needed and available flexibility

(measured by indicators), as well as the different types of

inputs, throughput parameters (including production cycles)

and outputs that depend on flexibility. Instruments such as

measurements, simulation, and process-based cost models

can be applied in the frame of the I–T–O model or inde-

pendently from it. If information flows have to be included,

relevant information modeling techniques, such as data flow

diagrams (Wieringa, 2003), may be useful.

Based on the insights derived from the detailed analyses

and forecasts in steps 3 and 4, so-called result functions

have to be constructed to determinate the outcomes and the

corresponding target figure values (S5). These target values

need to be calculated for every alternative—they are the

basis for decision making (Götze et al., 2014). For evalu-

ating and comparing the alternatives, only the aspects that

differ between the alternatives have to be considered.

The result functions are dependent on the target fig-

ures defined in step 2. Firstly, these target figures imply

calculation methods, such as the net present value method

and utility value analysis, that constitute a frame for the

result functions. Secondly, the parameters that have to be

included in the result functions depend on the target fig-

ures: For the net present value method, they comprise cash

inflows and cash outflows and their elements; for utility

value analysis, they include the outcomes of indica-

tors/target figures, the partial utility values that result from

them and the weightings for target criteria that reflect the

preference relation (Götze et al., 2015).

Since flexibility is inevitably connected with uncertainty

(being a reason flexibility is needed), the target fig-

ures necessarily have to be calculated against the back-

ground of uncertainty. In the case of the net present value

method, an expected net present value can be calculated

from the net present values that are computed for different

environmental scenarios multiplied by the probabilities of

the scenarios. In the case of utility value analysis, either an

expected utility value can be calculated (analogous to the

net present value method) or the quality of ‘‘managing’’

uncertainty by consciously managing flexibility is reflected

by the target figures included in the analysis. In the case of

conducting risk analysis, a distribution of target figures has

to be calculated by simulation.

As the decision problems under consideration usually

are quite complex, uncertainty has a major influence, and

many assumptions have to be made, it is suggested to apply

sensitivity analyses, as described in the beginning of

Sect. ‘‘Assessment of flexibility and flexibility-related

measures’’ (S6). This supports the interpretation of the

results, as the most relevant influencing factors, critical

values of the influencing factors and consequences of

potential deviations can be identified (Götze et al., 2014).

The interpretation of the results is twofold—statements

regarding the influence of the alternative on either the

input, throughput, and output flexibility or the overall

economic impact can be made. If risk analysis is used, both

methods can be used in a combined approach.

Although the procedure model consists of steps that

follow each other, these are connected by information

flows as well as feedback loops, so that the information in a

later step can have consequences for an earlier one.

Additionally, it is possible to identify sub-assessment tasks

resulting from partial problems. (For a detailed description

of the possibilities of the decomposition of the main

problem in partial problems, see (Götze, et al. 2014).)

Discussion and Conclusions

The management and control of manufacturing flexibility

is a major challenge for many industrial companies. I4.0

appears to have the potential to assist in responding to this
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challenge. This paper contributes to two fields of the vast

I4.0 literature and to the body of knowledge and methods

that is available for manufacturing companies.

First, it focused on the contributions of the different I4.0

technologies and analyzed their possible impact on the

available and needed manufacturing flexibility of a given

company. By referring to this differentiation and investi-

gating whether, and if so, how different I4.0 technological

concepts influence both dimensions of manufacturing

flexibility, the paper provides a more comprehensive

understanding of the potential of I4.0 with regard to flex-

ibility. This theoretical contribution should assist future

work concerning the systematic control of manufacturing

flexibility and especially the balance between available and

needed manufacturing flexibility, among other factors.

Practitioners can use the generated scheme of the rela-

tionships between I4.0 technological concepts and flexi-

bility as a starting point for an analysis of a company�s

flexibility status, as well as the identification of actions for

its improvement. However, some limitations of the study

and its results have to be noted. Above all, the relationships

between I4.0 technological concepts and available and

needed flexibility have only been analyzed on a quite

generic level—an in-depth analysis of each identified

impact was not able to be realized due to the restricted

scope of the paper. Additionally, while the analyses per-

formed above considered each isolated technological con-

cept, future research should focus on their combination and

how this may change their impacts on manufacturing

flexibility.

Second, the paper contributes to the methodology of the

economic assessment of actions for implementing I4.0

concepts with a specific focus on flexibility. Firstly, a lit-

erature overview was provided, which included generally

applicable methods as well as flexibility-specific approa-

ches. Second, our own methodological approach was sug-

gested, which tailors an existing decision-theory-based

procedure model to enable a systematic assessment of the

profitability of investments in I4.0 technologies. Scientists

can use this approach for the further development of the

evaluation methodology. Further, it can be used in studies

on the economic advantages of I4.0 technological concepts

with regard to flexibility. Additionally, practitioners can

use the approach as a means for evaluating the economic

profitability of concrete flexibility-influencing actions.

Again, some limitations of the study and its results have

to be mentioned. The suggested methodological approach

does not fully overcome the inherent challenges of

assessing concepts and actions that aim to control manu-

facturing flexibility through the use of I4.0 technologies.

One basic reason for this caveat is the origin of the need for

flexibility—uncertainty. Usually, uncertainty cannot be

measured precisely, but rather only subjectively estimated.

This implies that the data describing uncertainty in any

given model are also uncertain (‘‘uncertainty about uncer-

tainty’’). Therefore, the outcomes of the application of the

proposed procedure model should be interpreted care-

fully—they are the result of models that simplify reality in

general and especially with respect to existing uncertainty.

In the case of I4.0 technologies, this challenge is enhanced

by the variety of existing I4.0 technologies that exist, their

possible design options and the lack of available case

studies, experience, and information about their perfor-

mance. To limit the negative effects of a restricted database

and the ultimately unresolvable ‘‘uncertainty about uncer-

tainty,’’ the careful and intensive provision of data and

knowledge management approaches, as well as the use of

scenarios and sensitivity analysis, is recommended. Addi-

tionally, the needed and available flexibility of a given

company, as well as the performance of I4.0 technologies,

should be repeatedly estimated and evaluated in adequate

control cycles. A further limitation is that the suggested

methodological approach has not been specified for the

multitude of possible short-term and long-term decision

situations of different I4.0 technologies, as well as for the

types of flexibility—implying that further specification is

needed. Finally, the approach has not been applied to a use

case until now. Therefore, its applicability and usefulness

has not been proven in the flexibility context.

The paragraphs above indicate the need for further

research. On the one hand, with regard to the conceptual-

ization presented in Sect. ‘‘Industry 4.0 impact on flexi-

bility,’’ an in-depth analysis of the individual impacts of

I4.0 technological concepts on the available and needed

flexibility of a company should be conducted in particular.

On the other hand, our own proposed methodological

approach should be further developed. This would involve

searching for data provision and forecasting approaches

that are able to generate an adequate database for economic

evaluation against the backdrop of uncertainty about

uncertainty. Furthermore, the methodological approach

should be specified with regard to different I4.0 technolo-

gies and types of flexibility. Finally, case study research

may provide insights about the applicability and usefulness

of such an approach.

Appendix

See Tables 3 and 4.
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